Ten Attorneys in Louisville Listed in Kentucky Super Lawyers and Rising Stars 2017
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LOUISVILLE, KY (November 18, 2016) - Ten attorneys from the Louisville office of Fisher Phillips have been listed in 2017 Kentucky Super Lawyers® and Rising Stars.

Thomas J. Birchfield, managing partner of the Louisville office of Fisher Phillips was recognized in the practice area of Employment and Labor, and Todd Logsdon was recognized in the practice area of Employment and Litigation: Defense. George Adams, Cynthia Doll, Ray Haley, Jeff Savarise and Craig Siegenthaler were recognized in the practice area of Employment and Labor.

Laurel Cornell and Emily Litzinger were listed as Rising Stars in the practice area of Employment and Litigation: Defense. Megan U’Sellis was listed as a Rising Star in the practice area of Employment & Labor.

Super Lawyers, a Thomson Reuters business, is a rating service of outstanding lawyers from more than 70 practice areas who have attained a high degree of peer recognition and professional achievement. The annual selections are made using a rigorous multi-phased process that includes a statewide survey of lawyers, an independent evaluation of candidates, and peer reviews by practice area. No more than five percent of the lawyers in the state are selected by Super Lawyers.